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Read the following passage from a 19th-century novel and 
answer the questions that follow.

19th-century Fiction

"In the heart of bustling Paris, where the Seine river mirrored the 
city's elegance, a grand opera house stood as a testament to both 
artistic opulence and hidden intrigues. The Opera Garnier, with its 
ornate facades and gilded balconies, hosted a symphony of 
passions on and off the stage. Within its labyrinthine corridors, 
Christine Daaé, a rising soprano, navigated the delicate balance 
between her soaring career and a web of enigmatic relationships.
As the gaslights flickered to life, signaling the commencement of 
the evening's performance, Christine stood in the wings, her heart 
aflutter with anticipation. The music, a seductive dance between 
melodies and shadows, cast its spell over both the audience and 
the performers. The Phantom, a mysterious figure with a haunting 
voice, lurked in the shadows, his presence weaving into the very 
fabric of the opera.
Behind the scenes, the opera house harbored secrets that rivaled 
the drama on stage. Love and betrayal, masked balls and 
clandestine rendezvous, all unfolded in the dimly lit passages. 
Raoul, a dashing suitor, vied for Christine's affections, unaware of 
the Phantom's possessive obsession. The Opera Garnier, with its 
glamorous facade and concealed mysteries, became a stage for a 
tale of passion and tragedy that transcended the footlights.
As the final notes of the opera echoed through the grand hall, 
Christine found herself at the crossroads of loyalty and desire. The 
choices she made would resonate far beyond the ornate walls of 
the opera house, echoing through the labyrinth of Parisian 
society."
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19th-century Fiction

Questions: 

1. Explore the symbolism of the Opera Garnier. How does its 
opulence and labyrinthine corridors mirror the complexities of 
the characters and their relationships?

2. Analyze the significance of Paris as a setting in the passage. How 
does the city contribute to the overall atmosphere and themes 
of the narrative?

3. Discuss Christine Daaé's navigation of the delicate balance 
between her career and relationships. How does her position as 
a rising soprano add layers to her character?

4. Discuss the idea of the opera house harboring secrets behind the 
scenes. How do love, betrayal, masked balls, and clandestine 
rendezvous add layers to the overarching story?

5. Examine the characterization of Raoul as a dashing suitor. How 
does his pursuit of Christine contribute to the romantic and 
dramatic elements of the narrative?

6. Explore the concept of Christine finding herself at the crossroads 
of loyalty and desire. How do these themes reflect the internal 
conflicts faced by the characters in the passage?

7. Discuss the idea that the choices made by Christine would 
resonate through Parisian society. How does the narrative extend 
beyond the opera house and into the societal context of the 
time?
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